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MeshingNet3D: Efficient Generation of Adapted

Tetrahedral Meshes for Computational Mechanics

Zheyan Zhang, Peter K. Jimack, He Wang

School of Computing, University of Leeds, UK

Abstract

We describe a new algorithm for the generation of high quality tetrahedral
meshes using artificial neural networks. The goal is to generate close-to-
optimal meshes in the sense that the error in the computed finite element
(FE) solution (for a target system of partial differential equations (PDEs))
is as small as it could be for a prescribed number of nodes or elements in
the mesh. In this paper we illustrate and investigate our proposed approach
by considering the equations of linear elasticity, solved on a variety of three-
dimensional geometries. This class of PDE is selected due to its equivalence
to an energy minimization problem, which therefore allows a quantitative
measure of the relative accuracy of different meshes (by comparing the energy
associated with the respective FE solutions on these meshes). Once the
algorithm has been introduced it is evaluated on a variety of test problems,
each with its own distinctive features and geometric constraints, in order to
demonstrate its effectiveness and computational efficiency.

Keywords: Optimal mesh generation, Finite element methods, Machine
learning, Artificial neural networks

1. Introduction1

The finite element method (FEM) is one of the most widely used ap-2

proaches for solving systems of partial differential equations (PDEs), which3

arise across multiple applications in computational mechanics [1, 2]. The4

key feature in determining the efficiency of the FEM on any given problem is5

the quality of the mesh: in general terms, the finer the mesh the better the6

solution but the greater the computational cost of obtaining it. This trade-7

off has led to a vast body of research into the generation of high-quality FE8
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meshes over decades. Typically, the objective is either to generate a mesh9

for which the corresponding FE solution has a prescribed accuracy using a10

minimal number of degrees of freedom (e.g. [3]), or to generate the best11

possible mesh for a predetermined number of degrees of freedom (e.g. [4]).12

In this paper we focus primarily on the latter, however the two approaches13

are very closely related.14

Interest in the use of data driven methods to obtain solutions of PDEs has15

grown significantly in recent years, largely due to the increase in computing16

power that supports the application of deep neural networks (NNs) [5, 6]. In17

this work however, we do not aim to apply NNs to estimate PDE solutions18

directly: instead we consider their use to estimate optimal meshes on which19

to compute traditional FE approximations. The rationale for this is our20

hypothesis that, for a given approximation error, a larger representation error21

can be tolerated in a NN to estimate the FE meshes than for a NN to estimate22

a family of PDE solutions directly. We present a universal deep-learning-23

based mesh generation system, MeshingNet3D, that extends our initial 2D24

ideas, [7], by building upon classical a posteriori error estimation techniques25

and adopting a new local coordinate system. Consequently, MeshingNet3D is26

able to guide non-uniform mesh generation for a wide range of PDE systems27

with rich variations of geometries, boundary conditions and PDE parameters.28

In the remainder of this section we provide brief overviews of classical29

non-uniform mesh generation methods, artificial neural networks and mean30

value coordinates (which are core to the generality of our algorithm). Key31

areas of related research are also highlighted. Section 2 then describes our32

methodology in full, whilst Section 3 provides detailed validation and testing.33

The paper concludes with a discussion of our findings and of the outlook for34

further developments.35

1.1. Non-uniform mesh generation36

When applying the FEM to approximate the solution of a computational37

mechanics problem, it is necessary to define both the type of elements and38

the computational mesh upon which the approximation is sought. The sim-39

plest elements are piecewise linear functions on simplexes (triangles in 2D40

and tetrahedra in 3D) however other choices are widely used. In 3D, these41

include higher order Lagrange elements (also defined on tetrahedra), tri-42

linear and triquadratic elements (defined on octahedra) and more general43

elements associated with discontinuous Galerkin methods, which may be ap-44

plied on hybrid meshes [8]. In this paper we restrict our consideration to45
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unstructured tetrahedral meshes [9, 10]. Structured meshes of octahedra do46

have some advantages, such as requiring less memory, however they are less47

flexible when considering complex geometries or when targeting highly non-48

uniform meshes, with optimal approximation properties, which is the goal of49

this work.50

When the volumes of the elements in a given mesh are approximately51

equal, and the aspect ratio of each tetrahedron is bounded by a small con-52

stant, we refer to the mesh as being uniform. Theoretical results about the53

asymptotic convergence of the FEM typically hold for sequences of finer and54

finer uniform meshes [11]. For many problems such meshes are not the best55

choice however: since the error in the corresponding FE solution may be56

much greater on some elements than on others. In such cases it would usu-57

ally be far better to have more elements in the “high error” regions and fewer58

elements in the “low error” regions. The resulting mesh may have the same59

number of elements in total (with a non-uniform size distribution) but per-60

mit a much more accurate FE representation of the true solution. Ideally, we61

would like to identify an element size distribution to ensure that a prescribed62

global error tolerance can be obtained with the fewest possible number of el-63

ements [12]. In practice this is attempted through the use of prior knowledge64

to control the mesh size distribution (e.g. geometrical information or a priori65

analysis [13]), or through an iterative process based around a posteriori error66

estimates for intermediate solutions [3].67

This iterative approach to mesh generation consists of three steps: (i)68

compute an FE solution on a coarse mesh; (ii) estimate the error locally69

throughout this solution; (iii) adapt the mesh based upon this estimate. At70

the next iteration these steps are repeated, beginning with the mesh produced71

in (iii).72

There is a large body of work on the development of cheap and reliable a73

posteriori error estimators. Popular approaches include those which involve74

solving a set of local problems on each element, or on small patches of ele-75

ments, to directly estimate the error function [14, 15], and those based upon76

the recovery of derivatives of the solution field by sampling at particular77

points and then interpolating with a higher degree polynomial [16, 17]. For78

example, in the context of linear elasticity problems, the elasticity energy79

density of a computed solution is evaluated at each element and the recov-80

ered energy density value at each vertex is defined to be the average of its81

adjacent elements. The local stress error is then proportional to the differ-82

ence between the recovered piece-wise linear energy density and the original83
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piece-wise constant values, [16]. Considering its wide application in engineer-84

ing practice, this “ZZ error estimate” has been used as the baseline in our85

work, to generate comparative data (and meshes) from which MeshingNet3D86

will be trained, and against which it will be evaluated.87

The third step in the iterative approach to mesh generation is to adapt the88

existing coarse mesh based upon the estimated local error distribution. This89

may be achieved through the creation of an entirely new mesh, with target90

element sizes guided by the local error estimate [9], or via local adaptivity. In91

the latter case the mesh can be moved locally (r-refinement) [4] and/or locally92

refined/coarsened (h-refinement) [18]. No matter the type of refinement, the93

iterative process will generally require multiple passes to obtain a high quality94

final mesh. This therefore becomes a time-consuming pre-processing step –95

which we seek to avoid in this work.96

1.2. Deep neural networks97

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are used to approximate mappings be-98

tween specified inputs and outputs. They achieve this through a composition99

that is loosely based upon the neurons in a biological brain: there are a num-100

ber of layers of nodes which are connected in a predetermined manner, and101

each node combines inputs received from the previous layer to generate an102

output that is passed to the next layer (with the first layer representing the103

input vector and the last layer the output vector). A number of free pa-104

rameters are associated with each node, defining the action of that node,105

and these are prescribed based upon the minimization of a chosen training106

loss function. This learning problem is therefore equivalent to a nonlinear,107

multivariate optimization. Furthermore, since the loss function is designed108

to be differentiable with respect to the network parameters, an ANN can be109

trained using gradient decent methods such as stochastic gradient descent110

[19].111

In recent years, with the developments in parallel hardware, so-called112

deep neural networks (DNNs), with many layers and very large numbers of113

parameters, have been proven to be remarkably effective at high-level tasks114

such as object recognition [20]. Within computational science, DNNs have115

also been explored to solve ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and PDEs116

in both supervised [21, 22] and unsupervised [23] settings. In the latter cases117

the network parameters are evaluated based upon a residual minimization,118

rather than using a labelled training data set, as in the supervised case. In119

each approach however, whilst the results are very promising, it is difficult120
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to obtain high accuracy in the solutions and it is currently not possible to121

provide any guarantees on the accuracy. Consequently, rather than solving122

PDEs directly, our focus in what follows is to use DNNs to provide an esti-123

mate of the optimal finite element mesh, with the goal of obtaining the most124

efficient possible finite element solution.125

1.3. Mean value coordinates126

An important feature of our algorithm is the use of mean value coor-127

dinates (MVCs). These are a generalization of the barycentric coordinate128

system for simplexes [24, 25], to polygons in 2D and polyhedra with tri-129

angular faces in 3D [26], whereby the coordinates of any point within the130

polygon/polyhedron may be expressed as a convex combination of the po-131

sitions of the boundary vertices. Consequently, all interior points in the132

neighbourhood of an arbitrary boundary vertex have a high value of the cor-133

responding MVC component. MVCs also have a number of properties that134

make them attractive choices as input parameters to a DNN, for example135

their local smoothness with respect to spatial variations, as well as being136

both scale and rotationally invariant.137

1.4. Related work138

As noted above, recent developments in DNNs have led to renewed in-139

terest in the application of machine learning (ML) to the direct solution of140

PDEs and PDE systems [27]. The majority of this research is based upon141

supervised learning strategies, such as [28], which requires the use of a con-142

ventional solver to generate training data. Once trained, the NN is able to143

solve problems of the same type much more quickly than the original solver.144

Recently there has also been a growth in interest in the development and ap-145

plication of unsupervised learning methods, which act as independent PDE146

solvers without the need to refer to external supervisory information. These147

have been investigated particularly in the context of physics-informed algo-148

rithms [29, 30] or those targeting high-dimensional PDEs, [5, 6]. However,149

the issue still remains that, whether solving computational mechanics prob-150

lems directly via supervised or unsupervised learning, current capabilities151

do not provide any a priori guarantees of accuracy. Indeed, even when a152

such solution has been produced, it is not generally possible to estimate how153

accurate it is.154

Some previous authors have also considered the application of ML to155

mesh-related problems, sharing our aim of enhancing traditional FE solvers156
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rather than replacing them completely. Examples include mesh quality as-157

sessment [31, 32] and mesh partitioning algorithms, such as [33], to comple-158

ment parallel distributed solvers. Research into mesh generation using ML159

has also been undertaken, both for pure shape representation [34, 35], and160

as the basis for an efficient finite element solver [36]. This latter approach161

is based upon a self-organizing network but is restricted to fitting (and op-162

timizing) a mesh of a fixed topology to a prescribed geometry. In [37] a163

recurrent network is used to enhance the traditional iterative approach to164

mesh generation through the use of ML to control the mesh adaptivity step.165

They are able to show results that match the quality of iteratively refined166

meshes using conventional error estimates and refinement strategies. Whilst167

these works each replace some aspects of the conventional mesh generation168

step with a NN, none of them address the specific problem tackled in this169

paper, where we seek to generate a single, non-uniform, tetrahedral mesh170

that provides a pseudo-optimal finite element representation of the solution171

of an unseen problem.172

In this context of using ML to guide high-quality non-uniform mesh gen-173

eration there is relatively little prior research. In [38], for example, early174

knowledge-based approaches were considered, though with limited success.175

Time-dependent remeshing is studied by [39], where an NN is used to under-176

take time-series predictions that identify areas of greater (and less) refinement177

at different times, though on a domain with a simple geometry. In [40, 41]178

NNs were applied successfully to generate high quality finite element meshes179

for elliptic PDEs, however the input vectors are highly problem-dependent:180

requiring specific a priori knowledge of the geometries being considered. The181

challenge of using DNNs to generate psuedo-optimal FE meshes on quite gen-182

eral geometries was first considered in [7] for selected two-dimensional PDEs.183

This paper extends these ideas to problems in three dimensions, to consider184

PDE systems with rich variation in geometry, boundary conditions and ma-185

terial properties.186

2. Methodology187

The goal of this research is to develop a robust, and widely applicable,188

mesh generation procedure for the efficient FE solution of systems of elliptic189

PDEs. Our particular emphasis here is on the equations of linear elasticity,190

however the approach described in this section may equally be applied to191

any family of problems for which a reliable a posteriori local error estimator192
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is available to support the training phase for our neural network. In the first193

subsection we provide an overview of our methodology, with further details194

on the software design, training data generation and the training of the deep195

network given in the following subsections.196

2.1. Theory197

We seek to automatically generate high quality FE meshes for arbitrary198

instances within a given family of PDE problems, where each instance is199

defined by the domain geometry G (from a predefined family of possible200

geometries), the PDE parameters M , and the applied boundary conditions201

B. For any given mesh, the corresponding FE solution is assumed to be a202

unique solution, for which we have available a means of determining the local203

error. This computed a posteriori error is also assumed to be unique, and204

provides a mechanism for determining a desired FE element size for each205

location within the domain. Consequently, in order to generate a pseudo-206

optimal FE mesh we seek to estimate a mapping F that represents an ideal207

spatial distribution of the FE element sizes:208

F : X → S (1)

Here, X is the specified location in the domain and S is the target element209

size (for example average edge length) at X. Noting that we define each210

instance by its specific geometry, parameter values and boundary conditions,211

we may express this mapping more precisely as:212

F : X → S(G,B,M ;X) (2)

Our goal is to make use of offline training to create a neural network that is213

able to learn the mapping214

F : G,B,M,X → S (3)

After training, the NN is able to predict a pseudo-optimal mesh-size distri-215

bution for unseen problems. Specifically, given G,B,M for any problem,216

and an arbitrary sample point X, the NN outputs a target element size at217

that sample point. This is precisely the information required by a 3D mesh218

generator in order to generate a non-uniform, unstructured finite element219

mesh.220
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2.2. Software and evaluation221

In this paper we use Tetgen for tetrahedral mesh generation, [9], and222

FreeFem++ to assemble and solve the corresponding global FE systems [42].223

The input to Tetgen includes a .poly file containing vertices and edges of224

polygons that define the boundary of the computational domain. From this225

file Tetgen is able to generate a uniform mesh based upon a single parameter,226

indicating a constant target element size. To generate a non-uniform mesh,227

Tetgen reads a background mesh from .b.ele, .b.node and .b.face files, and228

an element size list file .b.mtr, that defines target element sizes correspond-229

ing to the vertices of the background mesh. Having defined a valid mesh,230

FreeFem++ is able to solve variational problems that are user defined. To231

do this it executes a .edp script file containing information such as: how to232

import the mesh; what type of finite element to use, what the specific vari-233

ational form is; and which solver to apply. In this paper all examples are234

based upon the use linear tetrahedral elements (as gerenated by Tetgen) and235

the Lamé solver (for the equations of linear elasticity).236

To mass produce training problems a simple script has been produced that237

allows an appropriate .poly file to be generated for a given geometry G. Then,238

for each geometry this calls FreeFem++ to obtain linear elasticity solutions239

for a range of material parameters (M) and boundary conditions (B). Note240

that FreeFem++ not only solves the elasticity equations but also computes241

the total stored energy, which may be used to evaluate the quality of a given242

FE solution. This is because the underlying PDE system corresponds to an243

energy minimization problem, so the analytic solution minimizes the energy244

functional over all functions from the appropriate Sobolov space ((H1

E)
3 in245

this case). On the other hand, the FE solution minimizes the energy over all246

functions in the space of piecewise linear functions on the given tetrahedral247

mesh. Since this is a subspace of (H1

E)
3, the energy corresponding to the FE248

solution is always greater than the energy of the analytic solution. Therefore,249

the lower the energy associated with the computed FE solution the better the250

solution. Consequently, the quality of any given set of tetrahedral meshes,251

for a particular problem, may be ranked based upon the computed energy252

corresponding to the finite element solution on each mesh: the lower the253

energy the better the mesh. We will use this observation as part of the254

evaluation of our approach.255
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Figure 1: Illustration of the training data for MeshingNet3D : each individual problem is
defined by the geometry G, the PDE parameters M and the boundary condition parame-
ters B (not shown here). However for each such problem there are multiple sample points,
X, in the domain, with the corresponding local mesh size S specified.

2.3. Data generation256

Training data is required in order to sample the mapping of equation257

(2). Each training problem is defined by parameters that uniquely define the258

geometry (G), PDE parameters (M) and boundary conditions (B). For each259

such problem, multiple training data are generated by specifying numerous260

points, X, at which the target mesh size is given. This is illustrated in261

Figure 1: for which there are 3000 test problems, each of which generates262

multiple inputs, corresponding to different points X in the domain. The263

precise number of points X is problem-dependent which should be sufficient264

to represent the spatial mesh size variation throughout the domain (too many265

points will not decrease the training performance but will slow down the data266

generation). For each input the generated output, used to train the NN, is267

the target mesh size, S, for that point and that problem.268

The value of S is computed using a variation of the iterative approach269

to mesh generation, based upon a posteriori error estimation, described in270

Subsection 1.1. For each problem we generate a relatively coarse uniform271

mesh and compute the corresponding FE solution and error estimate. In272

this work we use the “ZZ” energy estimate of [16]. However, for different273

problems or different quantities of interest, other choices are possible. For274

each sample point, X, the estimated local error, E(X), can be converted to275
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a target element size using an inverse relationship such as276

S(X) =
K

E(X)
, (4)

for some scaling coefficient K. This is the value of S(X) used to define (2),277

as illustrated in Figure 1. The effect of the scaling coefficient is to control the278

total number of elements in the non-uniform mesh that is generated based279

upon the target local size distribution S(X). Hence, for each test problem,280

K may be adjusted iteratively in order to obtain a target number of elements281

in the non-uniform mesh (or a target total error in the FE solution).282

Note that the precise definition of the input vector in Figure 1 has to283

be problem dependent: a parameterization of the family of domains is re-284

quired to define G; the number of free parameters in the PDE systems has285

to be predetermined; and the possible boundary conditions must also be286

parameterized. For each example shown in the Experiments section of this287

paper a different input vector has therefore been prescribed. Nevertheless,288

the methodology described here is shown to work robustly on all settings.289

The final component required for the data generation is the algorithm to290

select the sample points X for each of the training problems. This is achieved291

via two steps: first an initial non-uniform mesh with predefined target ele-292

ment number is generated (e.g. by Tetgen) based upon the a posteriori error293

computed on the coarse uniform mesh; then we sample a fixed percentage294

of the elements of this mesh (we find that 10% is adequate), choosing each295

X to be the MVCs of the centroids of the sampled elements. Note that the296

advantage of sampling from the non-uniform, rather than the uniform, mesh297

is that the training data is weighted based upon the error distribution: our298

experiments show this to be advantageous.299

2.4. Training and using the neural network300

The deep learning platform that we use in this work is Keras [43] based301

on Tensorflow [44]. Our networks are fully connected, typically with six302

hidden layers, though we find that our results are not especially sensitive to303

the number of layers or the precise number of neurons per layer. We do ob-304

serve however that it is advantageous to first increase and then decrease the305

number of neurons per layer as we pass forward through the network. The306

activation functions selected in this model are rectified linear functions [45]307

for the hidden units, with linear activation in the output layer. Before train-308

ing, the input data is linearly normalised and 10% is selected for validation309
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(monitoring the validation loss during training can help to identify and pre-310

vent over-fitting). The training itself uses mean square error loss and the311

stochastic gradient descent optimiser, Adam[46], with batch sizes of 128: for312

each of the examples considered in this paper this takes no longer than 3313

hours on a Nvidia RTX 2070 graphics card.314

Once trained, the NN can be used to guide mesh generation for unseen315

problems in real time. Given a new problem, defined by G,M and B, a316

uniform background mesh is generated based upon G alone. For each element317

in this background mesh we compute the MVC of its centre and concatenate318

this with the problem parameters to form an input vector for the NN. The319

corresponding output is the target element size at the centre of that element.320

The background mesh, with its associated target element size distribution,321

is then used to allow TetGen to generate the desired non-uniform mesh. If322

the total number of elements in this mesh is outside of the required range323

then each S(X) may be scaled linearly before generating an updated non-324

uniform mesh. In this way, an adapted tetrahedral mesh of a specified size is325

generated directly, without the need to compute a sequence of FE solutions326

and a posteriori error estimates, as would otherwise be the case.327

3. Computational Experiments328

We present four computational tests which allow us to analyse the per-329

formance of MeshingNet3D across a range of different problems, geometries,330

boundary conditions and PDE parameters. The first and the third case in-331

volve prismatic geometries, which permit the description of spatial locations332

based upon “2.5D MVCs”. These are composed of regular 2D MVCs in the333

x-y planes plus an additional z-coordinate. The second case uses general334

3D Cartesian coordinates, whilst the final example uses general polyhedral335

geometries and fully 3D MVCs.336

For each of the examples we provide a brief description of the problem,337

followed by a discussion of the network topology used (including the specific338

input vector) and the training undertaken. We then present results based339

upon 500 unseen test problems. These results compare the FE solutions340

computed on the NN-guided mesh with those computed on a “ground truth”341

mesh of similar size, generated using the same ZZ a posteriori error estimator342

that was applied to train the network. We also compare against the FE343

solution computed on a uniform mesh with a similar number of elements. To344

facilitate these comparisons, for each of the 500 test problems, we compute345
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the difference between the total energy of the FE solution on the NN-guided346

mesh with that of the FE solution on the comparison mesh. We then provide347

a histogram to illustrate the proportion of the test cases in different binned348

error ranges. A negative value of the difference indicates that the solution349

on the NN-based mesh has a lower energy and is therefore superior.350

3.1. Clamped beam351

We consider the problem of an over-hanging beam (under gravity), with352

different cross sections (G) and variable boundary conditions (B). In this case353

the material parameters (M) are not varied (the specific inputs to the Lamé354

solver in FreeFEM++ being: density = 8000, Young’s modulus = 210× 109355

and Poisson’s ratio = 0.27).356

3.1.1. Problem specification357

The beam is a right prism with a convex quadrilateral cross section as358

illustrated in Figure 2. This cross section has vertices at (x0, y0) = (0, 0) and359

(x1, y1) = (0, 2), and also at (x2, y2) and (x3, y3) which are randomly sampled360

within x2 ∈ (1.5, 2.5), y2 ∈ (1.5, 2.5), x3 ∈ (−0.5, 0.5) and y3 ∈ (1.5, 2.5) for361

each problem. The length of the beam is fixed (0 ≤ z ≤ 6) and a boundary362

shear, with components (fx, fy, 0), is applied at the face z = 6. The face z = 0363

is clamped and the bottom face is clamped between z = 0 and z = ζ, where364

2 < ζ < 4 (randomly sampled for each problem). All other boundaries are365

free, subject to zero normal stress. Hence the input vector for this problem366

requires values for x2, y2, x3, y3, ζ, fx and fy, along with the MVCs of367

the point at which the mesh spacing is required. In these examples, the368

parameters fx and fy are constrained to lie in the range (−106, 106).369

3.1.2. Network information370

In this example our fully-connected network has six hidden layers with371

32, 64, 128, 64, 32 and 8 neurons respectively. Training data is generated372

based upon solving 3000 individual problems, each of which is obtained us-373

ing a random choice for each input parameter (selected uniformly from its374

range), leading to 10, 740, 746 individual input-output pairs. Of these, 10%375

are selected for validation and the remainder are used for training using a376

batch size of 128. The training takes 10 epochs, meaning that each item of377

data has been used an average of 10 times. Figure 13 shows the rates of378

convergence for the training, along with the corresponding validation curve.379
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Figure 2: The geometry and boundary conditions for the Clamped beam, with constant
cross section along the z-axis. The gravity is uniformly distributed over the volume. The
surfaces bounded by four vertices with blue triangles are clamped.

3.1.3. Results380

Figure 3 demonstrates that the NN-guided meshes generally perform at381

least as well as the ground truth meshes (generated from explicitly-computed382

a posteriori error estimates) and, as expected, much better than uniform383

meshes. Two typical examples are shown in Figure 4, which compares NN-384

guided meshes (bottom) with their ground-truth counterparts (top). In each385

case the high mesh density near y = 0 and z = ζ is easily captured. More386

significantly however, high and low mesh density regions are captured well387

throughout the domain, with a smooth variation between these regions.388

3.2. Laminar material389

In this example we consider a variation of the previous problem for which390

the material parameters (M) are now permitted to vary but the geometry391

(G) and the boundary conditions (B) are kept fixed.392

3.2.1. Problem specification393

A beam of dimensions 1× 1× 5 is composed of two horizontal layers, as394

illustrated in Figure 5. Each layer has a Young’s modulus (Etop and Ebot)395

between 109 and 1011, and a Poisson’s ratio (νtop and νbot) between 0.05396

and 0.45. The densities of the two materials are both 8000 and the interface397

between the layers is at a height y = h ∈ (0.2, 0.8). Half of the bottom surface398
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Figure 3: For the Clamped beam, FE energies of neural network (NN) generated meshes
versus uniform mesh FE energies and ground truth (GT) energies. The height of each bar
represents the proportion of experiment results in the energy range shown on the x-axis
(as a percentage of the ground truth energy).

(y = 0, 0 < z < 2.5) is clamped, as is the surface z = 0. On the surface399

z = 5 a traction of amplitude 10000 is applied in the x direction, with all400

other boundaries free to displace under zero normal-stress conditions. Hence401

the input vector for this problem requires values for Etop, Ebot, νtop, νbot402

and h, along with the coordinates of the point at which the mesh spacing403

is required. We actually use log
10
(Etop) and log

10
(Ebot) as the first two404

input parameters.405

3.2.2. Network information406

In this example our fully-connected network has five hidden layers with 32,407

64, 32, 16 and 8 neurons respectively. Training data is generated based upon408

solving 3000 individual problems, each of which is obtained using a random409

choice for each input parameter (selected uniformly from its range), leading410

to 19, 719, 750 individual input-output pairs. Of these, 10% are selected for411

validation and the remainder are used for training using a batch size of 128.412

The training takes 15 epochs, and Figure 13 shows the rates of convergence413

for this training, along with the corresponding validation curve.414

3.2.3. Results415

Figure 6 demonstrates that, as in the previous example, the NN-guided416

meshes typically perform on a par with the ground truth meshes, and much417

better than uniform meshes. Two typical examples are shown in Figure 7:418
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Figure 4: For the Clamped beam, ground truth meshes (top) and NN-guided meshes
(bottom) for two test cases.

in the case (a) and (c)419

(log
10
(Etop), log10 (Ebot), νtop, νbot, h) = (10.82, 9.17, 0.34, 0.20, 0.34) ,

and for (b) and (d)420

(log
10
(Etop), log10 (Ebot), νtop, νbot, h) = (9.17, 10.33, 0.44, 0.21, 0.41) .

In the first example the top layer has the higher Young’s modulus, which421

leads to a higher mesh density in this layer (for both the NN-guided and422

Figure 5: The boundary conditions and loads of the laminar material where the height
of the interface is random
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Figure 6: For the Laminar material, FE energies of neural network (NN) generated
meshes versus uniform mesh FE energies and ground truth (GT) energies. The height of
each bar represents the proportion of experiment results in the energy range shown on the
x-axis (as a percentage of the ground truth energy).

the ground-truth meshes). Conversely, in the second example the bottom423

material is stiffer than the top and we see a very different distribution of the424

element size. In each case there is a strong correlation between the NN-guided425

mesh and the ground-truth case.426

3.3. hex-bolt with a hole427

We consider the problem of a hex-bolt (under torque), with different cross428

sections (G). In this case the material parameters (M) are not varied (the429

specific inputs to the Lamé solver in FreeFEM++ being: density = 8000,430

Young’s modulus = 210× 109 and Poisson’s ratio = 0.27).431

3.3.1. Problem specification432

A regular hexagonal prism has an octagonal prism hole inside it where433

the height of the prism is h = 4 (Figure 8 left). On the cross section, the434

edge length of the regular hexagon is 4 and the octagon is coaxial with the435

hexagon. The eight vertices of the octagon lie on the same circle, whose436

radius varies r ∈ (0.2, 1.0). The arc angles between vertices are random.437

Linear distributed pressures are applied to create a torque on the top (p =438

−10000x + 10000) and bottom (p = −10000x − 10000) surfaces. The eight439

surfaces of the hole are clamped. The input vectors for this problem include440

the position of the octagon’s eight vertices and the MVCs of the target point441
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Figure 7: (a)(c) and (b)(d) are two problems in the laminar material experiments. (a)
and (b) are ground truth meshes and (c) and (d) are non-uniform meshes guided by the
neural network

expressed with respect to both the vertices of the outer hexagon and the442

inner octagon (combined with its z coordinate, z ∈ (−1.0, 0.0)).443

3.3.2. Network information444

In this example our fully-connected network has four hidden layers with445

32, 64, 16 and 8 neurons respectively. Training data is generated based upon446

solving 3000 individual problems, each of which is obtained using a random447

choice for each input parameter (selected uniformly from its range), leading448

to 10, 748, 618 individual input-output pairs. Of these, 10% are selected for449

validation and the remainder are used for training using a batch size of 128.450

The training takes 10 epochs and Figure 13 shows the convergence for this451

training, along with the corresponding validation curve.452

3.3.3. Results453

Figure 9 shows that the MeshingNet3D meshes are again better than454

uniform meshes and that the NN mesh energies are very close to those of455

the ground truth. As illustrated in Figure 10, the NN can successfully guide456

non-uniform mesh generation on very different geometries. This example457

also illustrates the success of the proposed approach on non-simply-connected458
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Figure 8: The boundary conditions and loads of the hex − bolt (left) and irregular

polyhedron (right). On hex − bolt, eight surfaces of the hole are clamped, linear dis-
tributed pressure is applied on top and bottom surfaces.

domains. Note that the second problem (on the right) in Figure 10 illustrates459

one of the worst performing cases for the NN mesh relative to the ground460

truth: here, the NN mesh is more uniform than the ground truth (though461

still a vast improvement on a standard uniform mesh).462

3.4. Irregular polyhedron463

We now consider the problem of mesh generation on arbitrary twelve-464

faced polyhedra, with a range of geometries (G) and variable boundary con-465

ditions (B). In this case the material parameters (M) are not varied (the466

specific inputs to the Lamé solver in FreeFEM++ being: density = 8000,467

Young’s modulus = 210× 109 and Poisson’s ratio = 0.27).468

3.4.1. Problem specification469

An irregular polyhedron with twelve triangular faces and eight vertices is470

illustrated in Fig 8 (right). The four “bottom” vertices are constrained to be471

co-planar and one of the two bottom triangular surfaces (i.e. the two triangles472

whose union is bounded by the four co-planar vertices) is clamped. In all473

training and testing problems the geometries are subject to the restriction474

that the four bottom vertices always lie in the same plane. A normal pressure475

of amplitude 10000 is applied on the two “top” surfaces (i.e. the triangular476
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Figure 9: For hex−bolt with a hole, FE energies of neural network (NN) generated meshes
versus uniform mesh FE energies and ground truth (GT) energies. The height of each bar
represents the proportion of experiment results in the energy range shown on the x-axis
(as a percentage of the ground truth energy).

faces whose union is bounded by the other four vertices) and zero normal477

stress is applied on the other nine triangular faces. The input vectors for478

this problem define the Cartesian coordinates of the eight vertices and the479

corresponding MVCs of the point at which the mesh spacing is required.480

3.4.2. Network information481

In this example our fully-connected network has four hidden layers with482

32, 64, 32, 16, and 8 neurons respectively. Training data is generated based483

upon solving 3000 individual problems, each of which is obtained using a ran-484

dom choice for each input parameter, leading to 7, 383, 999 individual input-485

output pairs. Of these, 10% are selected for validation and the remainder are486

used for training using a batch size of 128. We use the network after training487

10 epochs and Figure 13 shows the convergence for this training, along with488

the corresponding validation curve.489

3.4.3. results490

From Figure 11 it is cleear that the MeshingNet3D meshes are signifi-491

cantly better than uniform meshes and that the solution energies are rela-492

tively close to those of the ground truth: though in some cases the ground493

truth mesh is slightly superior. One such example is shown in Figure 12494

(three views of the same problem), where we see that the NN mesh appears495

to be more conservative in some aspects of its local refinement. Nevertheless,496
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even in this worst-case scenario, the MeshingNet3D mesh generally has the497

same regions of refinement as the ground truth mesh.498

3.5. Discussion499

Across the four experiments described in this section we have shown re-500

sults over a range of geometries, boundary conditions and material parame-501

ters. For each problem the input layer of the NN is necessarily of a different502

dimension, which is dependent on the problem specification (along with the503

MVCs of the target point), whereas the output is always a single value rep-504

resenting the predicted mesh spacing at the target point. The number and505

size of the hidden layers is not a critical choice, but does naturally have some506

impact on the performance of the network.507

As an example, to illustrate this, Table 1 shows the performance of five508

different networks when applied to the fourth of the test problems above.509

In each case the networks have been trained on the same data set, with510

validation losses having converged after 10 epochs. The networks are then511

used to compute meshes on the same testing set of 500 unseen problems512

and the finite element solutions computed on all meshes. The energy of513

each solution is normalised against the energy of the finite element solution514

computed on the “ground truth” mesh so as to allow a meaningful average515

to be taken across all 500 cases. This is the value shown in the “normalised516

average energy” column of Table 1: so, the lower this energy the better the517

meshes are on average. The results shown in Subsection 3.4 are generated518

using NN3 from the table but NN2 and NN4 produced meshes of very similar519

quality. The network denoted by NN1 appears to have too few degrees of520

freedom to be able to model the non-uniform mesh patterns satisfactorily,521

whereas the network denoted by NN5 likely has too many degrees of freedom522

for the size of our training data set.523

Note that our NNs are always “spindly”, with the greatest number of neu-524

rons in the inner layers. We find from experiment that this kind of network525

appears to have the best performance for the set of tasks considered in this526

work. Given that our problems have a relatively small number of inputs and527

a very small number of outputs (typically one) this is perhaps not surpris-528

ing: to capture the highly nonlinear relationships between the inputs and the529

mesh spacing across the domain, significant complexity must be introduced530

into the network between the input and output layers.531

Finally, we note that MeshingNet3D has the potential to make simu-532

lations more efficient for designers who use pre-built 3D models provided533
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NN NN structure training epochs normalised average energy
NN1 32-16-8 10 9.0× 10−3
NN2 32-64-16-8 10 8.1× 10−3
NN3 32-64-32-16-8 10 7.9× 10−3
NN4 32-64-128-32-16-8 10 8.1× 10−3
NN5 32-64-128-64-32-16-8 10 8.6× 10−3

Table 1: Comparison of 5 different fully connected NNs based upon normalised average
energies of the finite element solutions. NN3 gives the lowest average energy and therefore
provides the best mean performance.

within Computer Aided Design (CAD) software to accelerate design. From534

screws and bolts, to washers and bearings, CAD can not only define ge-535

ometries but also materials. Embedding pre-trained MeshingNet3D in these536

CAD libraries could save meshing cost and provide high-quality non-uniform537

meshes. Similarity, MeshingNet3D can help parametric design where the NN538

is pre-trained for each geometry topology: under the guidance of the NN an539

appropriate mesh is generated in response to each iteration of the design. To540

implement this efficiently the challenge will be in defining a suitable family541

of boundary conditions as NN inputs, where forces due to interacting objects542

are unknown a priori. However, for components in a specific assembly, if543

contacts are defined, the load may be inferred by data-driven methods.544

4. Conclusions545

We have proposed a new framework for the generation of non-uniform546

three-dimensional finite element meshes. This is designed to produce meshes547

of the same quality as those obtained using traditional approaches, based548

upon a posterori error estimates and local mesh refinement, but at a sub-549

stantially reduced computational cost. This has been implemented as Mesh-550

ingNet3D, building upon the 3D mesh generator Tetgen and the finite ele-551

ment package FreeFem++. By selecting the linear elasticity solver within552

FreeFem++ we have been able to undertake quantitative comparisons of553

different meshes based upon the energy minimization property of the elasto-554

static equations. Specifically, we can compare any two meshes by solving the555

finite element system on each mesh and then computing the stored energy of556

the solutions: the lower one being superior.557
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We have assessed the performance of MeshingNet3D on four different558

problem families for which the optimal finite element mesh is generally highly559

non-uniform. In all cases we are able to demonstrate the capability to gen-560

erate meshes which are not only substantially better than uniform meshes561

for the same geometry, but which are comparable in quality to non-uniform562

meshes that are generated based upon the traditional (and expensive) ap-563

proach of undertaking a sequence of local adaptive steps involving finite el-564

ement solves and a posteriori error estimates. Perhaps not surprisingly, the565

benefits of MeshingNet3D are most apparent on those problems for which566

the optimal finite element mesh is far from uniform.567

The main limitation of our approach is associated with the need to define568

a different set of inputs for each family of problems that is to be considered.569

Hence, for each new family of problems being considered, it is necessary570

to define a set of inputs that fully reflects the richness of that family, and571

then to undertake training for a new network. Furthermore, as with most572

supervised learning approaches, there is a trade-off to be made between the573

level of generality of the family of problems that the user of MeshingNet3D574

wishes to consider and the amount of work that must be undertaken in the575

training phase of the algorithm. Nevertheless, in situations where many576

solutions are required for large numbers of related problems (such as design577

and optimization problems for example) this is likely to be a worthwhile578

expense. Finally, we note that, in cases where engineers may have limited579

confidence in their ability to define the most appropriate inputs (to define580

the geometry or boundary conditions for example), data analysis techniques581

such as principle components analysis may be used to find the most critical582

parameters.583
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Figure 10: hex-bolt experiment, ground truth meshes (top) and NN meshes (bottom) ,
the left and right are two problems that only have different geometries
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Figure 11: For irregular polyhedron, FE energies of neural network (NN) generated
meshes versus uniform mesh FE energies and ground truth (GT) energies. The height of
each bar represents the proportion of experiment results in the energy range shown on the
x-axis (as a percentage of the ground truth energy).
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Figure 12: A ground truth mesh (a, c and e) and corresponding NN mesh (b, d and f)
selected from 500 testing problems, they are in front (a and b), right (c and d) and bottom
(e and f) views.
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Figure 13: Training and validation loss of the four experiment
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